Citing Sources in Your Text

Unlike MLA or APA citation styles, which call for parenthetical citations, Chicago style calls for footnotes or endnotes. Put a superscript number in your text corresponding to the number of the note; place the citation information at the bottom of the page (for footnotes) or together on an endnotes page.

BOOK (the first time you cite it)
[Footnote number] First Name Last Name, *Title of Book* (Place of Publication: Publisher, Year), page number.
Example:

Give a full citation the first time you cite a source, including the publication information and page number of the passage cited.

ARTICLE (the first time you cite it)
[Footnote number] First Name Last Name, "Title of Article," *Title of Journal* Volume Number (Year): pages.
Example:

WEBSITE (the first time you cite it)
[Footnote number] Name of Author (or Corporate Author), *Title of Website*, Date Posted on Web, <URL> (Date you accessed the site).
Example:

When you cite any source for the second, third, etc. time:
7. Martin, 15.

Subsequent footnoted references to a work you've already cited in full need only the author's last name and the number of the page or pages cited.